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What is a System?

•A set or assemblage of things connected or interdependent, forming 
a complex unity

•Different entities behaving in a particular way in a coordinated
manner

•A whole composed of parts in an orderly arrangement according to 
some plan or a scheme

•Systems exist to achieve a common goal/ shared purpose



An Economic System

• An entity consisting of different sub-components (agents, institutions, 
infrastructure…)

• Organize and coordinate themselves into a complex unity (different 
markets and other sub-systems)

• To achieve shared economic objectives (otherwise not achievable, 
independently)

• What are some of the objectives of an economic system?



Aims of Economic Systems

• Address economic issues:
• Scarce Resources

• Human behavior

• Economic issues are understood subjectively 



The Economic System in Context
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Approaches to Economic Systems

1. Theoretical approach: based on theories of economic agent 
behavior (consumer and producer theory)

2. Sectoral approach: based on structure of real economic activity 
(e.g., agro-economy, manufacturing economy)

3. Comparative/ Traditional approach: based on philosophical 
foundation (capitalism, socialism)



Comparative/ Traditional Approach
Analyze economic systems based on:

1. It’s philosophical foundations: fundamental nature/ order of things 
(values)

2. It’s operational principles: how these values are put to practice/ 
realized (social, legal and behavioral frameworks)

3. It’s aims and goals: the objective of the economic system M



Philosophical Foundations

Derived from the Quran

• Economic life is inseparable from worship 

• From Surah Hud: 84-87 – story of Prophet Shu’aib (pbuh):
• Often called the ‘Prophet of Economics’
• Advised Madyan people to:

- submit to Allah
- Observe market ethics (fair measurement/ price…)



Specific Philosophical Foundations

1. Tawhid: Allah is the absolute, sovereign power

2. Ibadah: Any (economic) act is a means to attain the pleasure of 
Allah

3. Khilafah: Man is a servant of Allah (vicegerent)

4. Tazkiyyah: Economic activity is a means to purify one’s soul (self)



Operational Principles

1. Adl/ Ihsan: Doing justice/ giving what is due (adl); beyond justice/ 
giving more than what is due (ihsan)

2. Takaful/ Taawun: Cooperation and collective good (beyond personal 
good)

3. Responsibility/ accountability: to others (society), but ultimately to 
Allah

4. Moderation/ balance: avoid extremes in all economic pursuits



Goals

• Achieving falah through the realization of the maqasid al-Shariah

• Promoting virtues and preventing harm

• Achieve public/ social wellbeing (maslahah)

• Socioeconomic justice

• Continual socioeconomic development/ progression 
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Characteristics of an Islamic Economic System
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1. Property Ownership
The extent of control one has over assets

• Mal/ amwal: mentioned 86 times in the Qur’an
• Refers to wealth, property, possessions, whatever one possesses

• Milkiyyah: To possess, control, have power/ authority over
• Absolute owner of property is Allah

• Man as khalifah and ‘abd has relative and conditional ownership: Utilization 
for betterment of mankind; recognize rights/ share of others



Property Ownership
• Man is responsible for society and accountable to God for his 

property: ownership/ use of property is a means to achieve falah
and man will be rewarded according to how property rights are 
exercised to achieve personal/ social/ spiritual welfare

• Labor (ownership through effort) and need are both legitimate 
bases for ownership

• Both private and public property are legitimate kinds of property 
in Islam



Ownership
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Private Ownership

• Islam recognizes complete or incomplete private ownership

• Rights to: own, utilize, exclude others, derive income and 
compensation and dispose of…

• Owner is responsible to society/ state and accountable to God

• Ownership is maintained through proper utilization and meeting 
obligations attached to asset (rights of others). Otherwise, forfeiture 
is possible.

Contemporary: Private ownership is absolute only limited by 
measurable third-party harm



Public Ownership
• Based on hadith concerning “water (oceans), fire (source of energy), 

herbage (forests, parks) and salt (basic needs)”

• These categories should not be privately owned and are to be managed 
with maslahah as the central guiding criterion

• State-owned and managed e.g., petroleum deposits or power sector of a 
country

• Commonly owned e.g., public parks, beaches… must be equally accessible 
to all

Contemporary: Public ownership is typically viewed as limiting and not 
enabling except in very specific circumstances



2. Incentives/ Motivation
• Main motivation: seeking the pleasure of Allah and falah
• From the Islamic worldview, this means practicing one’s deen (making the 

best of what you were given: economic, social, spiritual…)
• Recognizes both material (cash) and social/ moral (medal) 

• Incentives are derived from the Quran and Sunnah (Shari’ah)

• Rationality includes spiritual realm (extended time horizon)

• Actions based on rewards/ punishments that are tangible/ unseen

Contemporary: Self-interest has crowded out social incentives. Recent 
reversals?



Organization of Decision Making

• Decision making in an Islamic economy can be centralized/ top-down 
(dictatorial) or decentralized (democratic)

• It is important that a balance exists. Too centralized means a loss of 
autonomy, whereas too decentralized may mean a loss of control 
(sliding of values)

• Shura is a critical part of the decision-making process in Islam 
(mechanism to move towards shared values) 

Contemporary: Decisions are mostly decentralized. General skepticism 
towards “Big government”.



Coordination Mechanism
• A coordination mechanism is necessary to mobilize and enable 

resources and economic agents to engage in meaningful economic 
activity

• This can occur automatically through the invisible hand of the market 
or through the government’s direct intervention (the central planning 
authority)

• The most market-oriented economies of the world include central 
planning mechanisms

• The central authority may opt for an indicative planning strategy 
instead of a central plan



Coordination Mechanism
• Islam generally supports a market system

• Based on Hadith (Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah) 
• Market in Islam must reflect the norms and values in consumer and producer 

behavior (demand and supply conditions)

• Government ensures that the rules of the game are preserved and 
followed

• The institution of al-Hisba is an economic watchdog institution in Islam. Its 
role is to safeguard a (just) market process (right weights and measures/ 
standards, curb fraud, corruption, concentrated market power and 
monopolies, protecting ownership rights and access to essential goods)

Contemporary: Generally market-dominated. Government intervention leads 
to inefficiency.



Role of the State

• Will play an active role depending on the economic circumstances

• Government is an enabler and preserver of Islamic values. Both may 
require the government to play a passive or active role. 

• Justice for all is the general, guiding principle (economic, social, religious, 
moral, legal)

• The Hisba organization can be established as an independent entity that 
safeguards socioeconomic welfare in the present as well as planning for the 
future

Contemporary: Limited government purview, but strong legal framework and 
monitoring can offset this



Comparing Economic Systems



Comparative Economic Systems



Comparing Economic Systems

A Scenario:

- 10 children

- 5 toys

- 1 teacher 

How do you make the best of this situation?

What is the Islamic economy’s solution?



Real-World Comparisons
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Conclusions

• Ideally speaking, we have a general conception of where the IE 
system is on the capitalism-socialism spectrum

• However, in the real world, it is difficult to determine exactly where it 
fits on the capitalism-socialism spectrum, and even in the capitalist 
spectrum

• Inability to understand the impact of our value system fully

• Value-incorporation of individuals is necessary for the system to 
incorporate them

• Government involvement is necessary


